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Bancroft-Minden Forestry Company Site Visit to Koshlong 

July 30, 2021 | 12:00 – 2:00 pm 

DRAFT Summary 

 

Attendance: 

BMFC Representatives: Bryan Hernohan, Natalie Heyblom, Tyler Hinze 

KLA Representatives: Catherine Maule, Barbara Horsburgh (Rob Horsburgh, Karen Beaudoin) 

Estimated ~15 additional cottagers 

 

1. General discussion 
 This area was last harvested in the late 1970s, the forester was Peter Heinard (Minden 

district); timing of harvests is based on previous depletions and recovery of the forest 
 BMFC can provide a letter confirming their obligations, under the relevant acts and 

permits, for road restoration; failure to meet the requirements results in penalties to 
the forester, and their license will not be renewed until corrective action is complete 

 Under the Land Use Act, re-planting is not permitted in hardwood forests by either 
BMFC or private citizens 

 Independent audits are conducted every 5-7 years; BMFC underwent an audit by KPMG 
approximately 2-3 years ago; 22 inspections resulted in 2 citations, one for 
decommissioning a road but operations were not yet complete, one for stumps left too 
high in a year with heavy snowfall; both were resolved quickly 

 Larger equipment used today (requires wider trails but causes less damage to the forest 
overall; heavy logging equipment is limited to a 4 trip/day maximum on roads 

 Tree species notes: 
o Most valuable is maple: some goes to sawmill, other to firewood; there is not 

sufficient quality in this forest for veneer 
o “on the house” species include poplar, white birch, balsam fir & beech; these 

ARE part of the 30-40% harvest in a selective harvest 
o All beech is removed due to disease; this can cause some areas to look over-

harvested if there had been large beech stands 
o Ash trees are not usually vulnerable to ash borer except when in ash stands; 

lone in the forest they are not in danger 
o Hemlocks are usually left for wildlife unless in a dense stand that would 

benefit from thinning 
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2. Remediation of Telephone Bay area harvest (1704) 
 There is some harvesting left to do in this area over the coming 2-3 weeks of some 

marked trees  
 Blast mats, block ends of wood (firewood), culverts are part of active operations and will 

be removed and when operations are complete 
 Decommissioning of the road includes:  

o remove the material in the ditch 
o remove the culvert  
o shape the resulting ground so ditch is continuous for in accordance with the 

permit from the township;  
o land will not be left “flat”, it was not flat to begin, and doing so would entice 

squatters, campers or trailers; ruts also encourage new hardwood growth 
o remove signage 
o boundary ribbons placed on trees are left and usually decompose in 3-5 years; 

cottagers are welcome to remove them once operations are complete 
 Municipality enforces road repairs; generally maintenance by BMFC and the township 

is increased during the harvest period; BMFC is responsible for repair and can be fined if 
not completed 

 Areas that appear “clear cut” are the landings, roads and skid trails, but these cannot 
exceed 2% of the total area forested 

 A gate cannot be installed on access roads, it is not legal to limit access to crown land 
 Snowmobile use of logging roads is not expected; sled clubs would approach BMFC to 

connect roads to their trails, but none have done so in harvest areas around Koshlong 
 Block ends left in staging areas after operations are complete can be taken for firewood 

if permit is obtained from MNR 

 

3. Upcoming Fallowfield Road area harvest (1703) 
 “Shelterwood” = unhealthy trees in poor soil; in these areas most of the largest trees 

are removed to “release” younger trees to thrive 
“Selective” = a mix of young and older trees, targeting less healthy trees 

 Harvesting will not occur within a minimum of 15 metres of wetlands, and is typically 30 
metres or more from lakefront 

 Harvesting will not occur adjacent to private property lines; a landowner agreement is 
required in cases where this may occur (eg Camp Wanakita) 

 An “aesthetic reserve” is not considered good civiculture practice and will not be a 
determining factor in selective harvest areas 
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 The new map for the harvest area is complete and will be shared with KLA following this 
meeting; however, the access roads have not yet been determined so are not reflected 
on the map; BMFC will provide an update when the road placements are finalized 

 Placement of access roads depends on the landscape and wildlife features; blind spots 
are not required as a consideration in permitting 

 Some wood will be brought out of the 1703 area via Telephone Bay road; the access 
road for this will be built in August, beginning opposite the boat landing; BMFC assured 
this will not impede access to the landing 

 Access roads from Fallowfield will be built late September / early October (weather 
dependent) 

 Fallowfield is treated as a crown land access road and must be restored to original 
condition or better; BMFC will take before and after pictures, to document that road is 
restored, and cottagers are advised to do the same 

 All harvesting will occur in winter when the ground is frozen, and must conclude no 
later than March 31 when permit expires, or sooner if thaw begins; harvesting over 
frozen ground minimizes damage to the roads; no harvesting can occur during thaw 
(April) or turtle migration (May-June) 

 Fallowfield will be plowed this winter by BMFC for logging operations; cottagers are 
strongly advised NOT to travel this road during the spring thaw (late March to mid-
May) because this can severely damage a road that is not normally plowed or 
maintained in winter 

 

 


